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ABSTRACT
The notion that Africans lack a sense of future was extensively
debated following John Mbiti’s African Religions and Philosophy
(1969) and has since entered the scholarly and popular discourse
as a fixed topos which we label #African time (‘Europeans have
watches, Africans have time’). The most recent references to the
topos are found in future vision reports of many African states
and non-governmental organisations (NGOs) that assert and
demand a sense of future for Africa and from members of African
societies. While the notion of a homogenised past-oriented
‘African time’ has been largely abandoned in academia, #African
time appears to be an accepted and enactable popular discourse
among policy makers, state planners and NGO workers. This
article provides examples of this phenomenon and it extends James
Scott’s (1998) idea, that state authorities tend to make its citizens
‘legible’ in order to govern them, to explain the tenaciousness of
the #African time topos. While Scott’s examples are almost
exclusively about shaping space for legibility, we show that there is
a similar process taking place with regards to time, and that citizens,
communities and societies are expected to formulate visions for the
future if they want their interests to be ‘read’ by the state, by NGOs,
donor agencies and other powerful agents they interact with. In this
process of making the future visions of citizens legible, the topos of
#African time plays a major role.
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In March 2020 in a retirement home in Otjiwarongo, Namibia, a farmer of German descent
summarises his experience of working closely with his African employees on a remote
farm for seven decades by saying, ‘Europeans have watches, Africans have time’.
Instead of considering this simply a banal platitude, we can also read this utterance as
a case of ‘borrowed language’ (Bourdieu 1984, 462), an invocation of a phrase of concep-
tual generality by someone who otherwise (in the remainder of the interview) provided
highly facetted and subtle accounts of shared experiences over a lifetime.

What is the particular attraction in borrowing such building blocks of conventionalised
and accepted discourse? A quick internet search reveals the wide distribution of a dis-
course featuring a supposedly peculiar sense of time on the African continent or
among Africans. Typically, these discourses either negatively hover around pejorative
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notions of unpunctuality and tardiness or positively valorising notions of qualitative time
experiences and a surplus of time opposed to ‘Western’ quantitative clock time, indus-
triousness, punctuality or time pressure. We call this the #African time topos. By using the
hashtag, we emphasise the fixed character of the topos, hence its longstanding existence,
both in popular discourse and in academia. There is a lot of content related to the hashtag
#African time on Twitter and other social media channels. However, in this article we use
the hashtag beyond social media and in a broader, more general sense. In the absence of
an existing stylistic convention, the hashtag in this article highlights the ‘more-than-prop-
ositional’ character of certain topoi. These topoi are ready-made discourse fragments that
can be instrumentalised because discourse participants can easily relate to them without
any clear propositional contents being referred to. Like all stereotypes, ‘African time’ is reduc-
tive, it reduces the factual multitude of conceptions of time and practices of timing among all
humans to a singular form of being (in ‘African time’). However, given its far-ranging influence
and presence, tracing the distribution of #African time may provide an insight beyond the
narrow domain of time as such. For example, Wikipedia defines ‘African time’ as a ‘perceived
cultural tendency […] toward a more relaxed attitude to time’. According to the Urban Dic-
tionary, it is a tacit consent to arrive significantly after the ‘official’ starting time to an
event, and the Collins Dictionary simply translates ‘African time’ as ‘unpunctuality’.1 This sup-
posed unpunctuality is often considered as hindering ‘economic development’ and as being
morally objectionable. For example, news website All Africa blames Ghana’s ‘nonchalant atti-
tude to time’ for the country’s ‘underdevelopment’ and BBC News asks whether ‘poor time-
keeping [is] Africa’s worst enemy?’2 However, others stress the supposed qualities of
‘African time’, such as the absence of stress caused by there being not enough time.3

These examples point to three issues that we deal with in this article. Firstly, as it is
often the case with representations of ‘Africa’, there is an underlying assumption (chal-
lenged by this article) that all Africans share a similar ‘African culture’, typically contrasted
with a ‘Western culture’. This is considered to also hold true for how Africans understand
and deal with time. Secondly, ‘attitude to time’ seems to be a morally loaded choice and
the discourse shows parallels to what is discussed as the #lazy African topos. Lastly,
notions of time and practices of timing are oftentimes considered to be closely related
to ‘economic development’ and therefore touch upon questions of ‘future making’,
that is of practices that reflect the future in the present.

Correspondingly, we will begin this article by tracing the emergence and reproduction
of the discourse about ‘African time’ in academia. In the second part of the article, we will
show that ‘African time’ is not merely a question of philosophical interest. Rather, the
notion of ‘African time’ has become an integral part of state politics and specifically iden-
tity politics. To underline this point, we show that the notion of ‘time’ in general lends
itself much more to moralisation than the notion of ‘space’ – though both are otherwise
considered similarly fundamental to human life. In the third section we move on to our
main argument, which is a critical extension of James Scott’s (1998) argument about
state legibility. While Scott had focused on attempts by the state to make citizens
legible through organising space, we turn to the temporal domain and include strategies
of citizens vis-à-vis the state. With reference to examples from present-day Namibia,4 we
suggest that citizens, in particular from marginalised settings, have to make their visions
‘readable’ to the state. This facilitates their incorporation into the nation-state’s vision for
the future as they seek to have their interests registered and considered by the state. At
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the same time, government – and non-governmental organisation (NGO) representatives
– invoke #African time to justify their programmes and paternalism. #African time is being
reproduced in the process by both policy makers and citizens and it crystallises around
streamlined national visions for the future. Our aim is neither to attack nor to recommend
particular strategies of ‘making legible’ but to show how these strategies are intertwined
with practices of ‘future making’ as we shift the focus from the spatial to the temporal
realm. What we do propose is that it is time to move from a comparison of fixed and hom-
ogenised time frames, which are attributed to ‘ethnic groups’ or ‘cultures’, towards a con-
ception of temporality that allows us to see how social agents (individuals, groups and
states) master a repertoire of ways of dealing with time (which they choose according
to different situations and circumstances).

‘African time’ in the academic discourse

One does not only encounter #African time on the internet and in everyday culture. It has
also been an academic subject for a considerable time, especially since the prolific work of
John Mbiti, Kenyan Anglican priest and theologian. Mbiti highlights what he considers
differences between African and European ways of conceptualising time in his seminal
work African Religions and Philosophy (1969).5 Mbiti’s main argument is that Africans do
not have an abstract notion of time. For them, time is what is experienced through
events and this constitutes ‘actual time’ (Mbiti 1969, 17, emphasis added). It follows
from this (and Mbiti tries to prove this with linguistic evidence) that Africans hardly
have an abstract notion of the future – except for those events that are likely to occur
in the very near future and those that are bound to take place within recurring
‘natural’ rhythms (such as seasons). Apart from this ‘potential time’, Mbiti argues, there
is no abstract future among Africans – something that to them is ‘no-time’ (Mbiti 1969,
17, emphasis added). Following from the lack of a (European-like) notion of the future,
Mbiti concludes that ‘African time’ is two-dimensional. These two dimensions, which
Mbiti derives from the Swahili notions of sasa and zamani are close to, but not fully trans-
latable into, the English notions of ‘past’ and ‘present’. Mbiti describes sasa as the
‘dynamic present’ and zamani as ‘the graveyard of time’ (1971, 24). Time in Africa does
not move forwards but backwards, towards zamani, in a non-linear fashion (Mbiti 1971,
30). People move forward, not by turning their backs to past generations, but by following
their ancestors who walk in front of them, following past precedent so to speak. Support-
ing Mbiti’s argument, John Parrat claims, along similar lines, that:

The linear concept of time proves to be as much an alien imposition upon African thought as
it was upon the ancient world. In traditional Africa, time is neither conceived of in a linear
fashion nor does it move towards an eschatological telos (Parrat 1977, 123).

In the course of the ensuing debate, Mbiti’s argument was strongly rejected by several
scholars. His conception of cultural models of temporality based on a binary pair was
criticised for overgeneralising a specific East African example and cases from other
African languages were given as counter-evidence (Aja 1994; Gyekye 1996; Kazeem
2016). For example, Kwame Gyekye (1996) shows that Akan proverbs from West
Africa clearly have a future tense and even if some Bantu languages lack a future
tense, there is evidence that speakers of such ‘future-tense-less’ languages nonetheless
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have a conception of the distant future. DA Masolo (2010) criticises Mbiti’s argument in
a similar vein and doubts that a lack of future tense in a language is sufficient proof
that the concept of an abstract future is absent. Therefore, much criticism focused
on Mbiti’s generalisation that all Africans lack the idea of an abstract future (see also
English & Kalumba 1996; Fasholé-Luke 1969; and Kalumba 2005 (although he later
revised his position)). Likewise, the ‘African’ in ‘African time’ was being problematised
because it presupposes the idea of a homogenous African culture (Beidelman 1995).
Instead, cultural variation of time frames on the African continent was emphasised
(Horton 1967). Another strand of critique pointed out that the idea of an absence of
an abstract future among Africans is, in fact, a stereotype that reinforces colonial men-
talities (Beyaraza 2000).

Other scholars who work comparatively on notions of time (see for example Adam
1994; Horton 1967) insist that all ethnic or linguistic groups have a fairly broad repertoire
of ways to conceptualise time, which again highlights intragroup diversity and seeks to
establish a conception of temporality in terms of different uses of time along the lines
of practical issues and preoccupations (see for example Loimeier 2012; Munn 1992)
rather than attributing (isolated) ontologies of time to linguistic or ethnic communities.
However, there are also commentators who support Mbiti’s arguments (for example
Kagame 1996; Kalumba 2005; and Onyeocha 2010). Furthermore, there is a whole new
strand of research insisting that there are local concepts of time that can be derived
from linguistic evidence and that do reflect underlying cultural structures nudging
people to an either more or a less future-oriented life (see Chen 2013). The argument,
in a nutshell is, that there are languages in all continents that grammatically associate
the future with the present, for instance in German, where – unlike English or French –
it is possible to use the present tense for saying ‘It will rain tomorrow’. Linguists have
labelled the former ‘weak future time reference languages’ (weak FTR) and the latter
‘strong future time reference languages’ (strong FTR). Global comparisons include cases
from Burkina Faso, with Dyula as a weak FTR case and Fula or Moore as strong FTR
cases, from Ethiopia, with Amharic, Oromo and Sidamo as weak FTR cases and Chaha,
Gamo and Tigrinya as strong FTR cases, and from Nigeria, with Yoruba as a weak FTR
language and Hausa and Igbo as strong FTR languages (see Chen 2013, 708).6 Economists
have correlated these weak FTR languages with various types of social and economic
behaviour and concluded that ‘speakers of such languages save more, retire with more
wealth, smoke less, practice safer sex, and are less obese’ (Chen 2013, 690) and that
they ‘save, exercise, and plan more, and spend, smoke, and over-consume less’ (Chen
2013, 697).

In other words, the attempt to define different cultural time regimes (more or less
based on linguistic framings of time) continues, maybe less so in theology and anthropol-
ogy, but increasingly in economics, psychology and politics. There is also continuity in
terms of strong moralising overtones. However, while Mbiti was morally defending
Africans, there is at least an implicit accusation in the other literature that some linguistic
and cultural structures lead to less desirable practical strategies than others. In the next
part of this article, we will look more specifically at the moralising dimension of the
#African time topos before turning towards ‘legibility’ as our main analytical category.
We will include more detailed examples from our research in Southern Africa, specifically
Namibia and South Africa.
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Space and time: Moralising stereotypes?

Space and time are often considered in parallel since they are similarly fundamental for
human life. With very few and fairly recent exceptions most anthropology introductory
books map out ‘cultures around the world’ spatially (see for example Haviland, Prins,
Walrath & McBride 2011; Kottak 2008). Less frequently today, they also sort cultures
according to an evolutionary grid (Vivelo 1978). Moreover, specific conceptualisations
of space and time may be considered hallmarks of what makes ‘a culture’ and they are
often considered in some way homomorph. That is, in deep structures of cognition,
language and culture are often expected to play out similarly in the domain of time as
they do in the domain of space. Research on spatial frames of reference and orientation
gained a boost in the 1990s (see Levinson 1996) with a strong neo-Whorfian revival that
highlighted cultural difference. It was convincingly shown that philosophers such as Kant
got it wrong when considering a body-centred frame of spatial orientation to be univer-
sal. Far from it, there are numerous examples around the world, including Africa, which
show that people may operate with an absolute or geo-centred frame of reference
instead, using north/south/east/west rather than left/right/front/back in their everyday
conversation and arguably in their everyday cognition (see Neumann & Widlok 1996
for Hai//om and Kgalagadi examples from Southern Africa). Moreover, there appears to
be more alternatives than either using the body or cardinal directions since in some
places we find yet other systems, for example relying on uphill/downhill/traverse or
relying on the intrinsic shape of things (see Levinson 2003). In any case, these diverse cul-
tural and linguistic strategies of framing space differ from what Kant and most Europeans
considered to be the ‘standard’ human way of framing spatial differences and of orienting
yourself in space accordingly (Brown & Levinson 1987).

It is instructive to note that we do not see the same development in the study of time.
There have been only a few attempts, largely by linguists and cognitive anthropologists
(see Beller, Bennardo & Bender 2010), to elicit temporal frames in parallel to the spatial
frames elicited by Stephen Levinson and his group. A larger project of systematising lin-
guistic and cultural relativity with regard to temporal frames did not gain traction. Instead,
we have a bifurcated scholarly landscape with some maintaining the importance of cul-
tural differences in time reckoning (Roberts, Winters & Chen 2015; Sutter, Angerer, Glätzle-
Rützler & Lergetporer 2018), while others remain highly critical of the causality assump-
tions involved (including linguists who provided original data used in the debate, see
Dahl 2013). What we do see, by contrast, is a distinct moral undertone in debates on
time that were not visible with regards to space. Researchers (and laypeople) find it
untroubling to accept that some folks in some places thrive on a geo-centric system of
spatial orientation (and others on an ego-centric system) or even switch between the
two (Levinson 2003, 189–193). It may be a practical advantage to orient yourself accord-
ing to cardinal directions if you live in Aboriginal Australia (or when dealing with highway
classification in the United States) but it is not morally desirable or problematic. There may
be a moral loading of ‘left hand’ versus ‘right hand’ (that is within cultural systems) but not
of body-centred versus geocentric frames of spatial orientation. Things are different when
we turn to time and to temporal frames. Here the different ways of framing time are not
considered parallel and interchangeable strategies but rather they become morally
loaded choices.
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This is particularly marked, it seems, with regard to notions of ‘African time’. The evalu-
ations of African versus Western time frames are bipolar, as so often is the case regarding
‘the West versus Rest’ dichotomy. Either ‘African time’ is seen as deplorable and backward,
and something that needs to be overcome if Africans want to ‘have a future’. In this view,
dominant ways of framing time will have to change in Africa, if people seek to develop
a society that benefits from a globalised capitalist economy or some other version of a
programme of progressive improvement (see, for example, Leistner 1998). Or, ‘African
time’ is depicted as a humane and attractive corrective to the rationalistic and capitalistic
way of reckoning time in ‘the West’. In this view, African time frames resist subsuming all
human affairs under industrial clock time and allow for time to be qualitatively experi-
enced and humanly produced instead of being a quantified and enslaving commodity
(Mbiti 1969, 19; see also Onyeocha 2010, 22). ‘African time’ in this view is ‘integrating
instead of isolating’ (Agblemagnon 1979, 172).

Whether negative or positive, time debates – unlike space debates – very quickly and
almost invariably gain a moral tone. This may explain why references to #African time are
more frequent than references to #African space, not because time is more culturally
diversified, but rather because it lends itself particularly well to be moralised. In this
regard, notions of time show some parallel to the long-standing topos of ‘the lazy
African’ (Rönnbäck 2014). In fact, the two seem to be closely related as the following
passage from Mbiti’s highly cited account on African time illustrates:

When foreigners, especially from Europe and America, come to Africa and see people sitting
down somewhere without, evidently, doing anything, they often remark, ‘These Africans
waste their time by just sitting down idle!’ Another common cry is, ‘Oh Africans are always
late!’ (Mbiti 1969, 19).

Klas Rönnbäck (2014, 212–214) shows that the stereotype of the lazy African actually pre-
dates colonialism, that is, it was not originally invented for strategically discrediting Afri-
cans and African culture – even though it then frequently served to justify slavery and
other forms of repression. Rather, the ‘lazy African’ stereotype continues an even older
inner-European discourse on ‘sinful’ laziness and ‘credible’ busy-ness. It is likely that the
same holds for much of the topos #African time. The conversion to ‘modern time’ was
painful and difficult for Africans challenged by colonial rule. Similar processes had
taken place within Europe as people entered the age of industrialisation and rationalis-
ation. Moreover, it continues to be felt in Europe today with people feeling threatened
by rationalisation colonising the remaining pockets of ‘other time’ (Sundays being
under siege in European markets as they expand to 24 hours, seven days a week). We
may therefore take Rönnbäck’s reconstruction of the ‘lazy African’ as a guideline for
exploring the establishment of #African time as a topos. In both cases, the intercultural
stereotypes are nurtured by an older intra-European struggle with modernisation. And
in both cases a prevalent misreading of African economies by Europeans seem to play
a major role.

According to Rönnbäck (2014, 215–218), who is drawing on Ester Boserup (1970), the
main underlying motif of #lazy African is one of misunderstanding the gendered division
of labour in Africa. European observers were looking at the male ‘breadwinners’ of the
economy. While disregarding the labour of women, who in many parts of Western
Africa feed their societies, they concentrated on the men as ‘the typical/relevant
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African’ only to discover that they spent much of their time not with manual labour but
with ‘palaver’, namely long political negotiations under the proverbial tree. The stereo-
type of the ‘lazy African’ was firmly established long before the first generation of pro-
fessional ethnographers entered the scene and tried to describe African economies on
their own terms. Only in the course of comparative ethnographic work of anthropologists
like Mary Douglas did it become clear that work (and time) regimes differed also within
Africa. According to them, work and time regimes seem to be both results of specific cul-
tural practices, such as marriage. Various domestic cycles allowed to hold young men and
women in dependency before growing into full adults and into household heads accord-
ing to social conventions and before eventually retreating from being economically active
while becoming more influential as an elder, even after death. Moreover, stereotypes
about ‘being lazy’ and ‘being late’ can now be shown to be invoked not only by Europeans
towards Africans but similarly within Africa.7

The way in which labour has been organised in certain parts of Africa (and misread by
Europeans) also gives some indication as to why ‘Africans’ may appear to the observer to
‘have time’ rather than watches. As Douglas (2003, 41–51) shows in her comparison
between Lele and Bushong economic strategies in South-West Congo, many young
able-bodied Lele men are not working to their full capacity because they are waiting
until it is their time, that is until the older men, who hold them dependent, allow them
to marry, to establish a household and work for their own family. At the same time,
there are many able-bodied senior men among the Lele who have already stopped
working full-time since the socio-economic system grants their age group ‘early retire-
ment’, so to speak, with younger men (and women) being active for them. The result is
less overall productivity of the Lele economy in comparison to the neighbouring
Bushong society, where a good number of men may look ‘lazy’ as a result of a very
specific time regime created due to a late age of marriage and an early age of retirement
for men. With many members of a society being relegated to waiting by the social struc-
ture (waiting to get married, waiting to have their own household, waiting for juniors to
provide for them), the dominant time frame may appear to be less rationalised, and
glossed over as more ‘African’, by outside observers. It is noteworthy that women seem
to be busy and industrious for their entire lives in both societies.8 Ignoring their input
inevitably reproduces both stereotypes, that of ‘being lazy’ and that of ‘being late’.

The lesson that we take away from this excursus is that it seems to be advisable not to
look at ‘African time’ as a disinterested aloof question of philosophical stances but rather
in terms of (1) socio-politico-economic practice and (2) in terms of a meta-level at which
the topos of #African time, once it has been introduced, can be traced according to the
socio-political purposes that it serves. We shall pursue this perspective further in the last
section that investigates how the topos of #African time serves as a tool to be made
‘legible’. We take our lead from Scott’s depiction of the state that makes citizens
legible, but we suggest that time frames, in particular, are part of a more general strategy
to make others, oneself and one another ‘legible’.

Making interests ‘legible’ as visions of the future and for the future

In Seeing Like A State, James Scott writes about the ‘state’s attempt to make a society
legible, to arrange the population in ways that simplify the classic state functions of
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taxation, conscription, and prevention of rebellion’ (Scott 1998, 2). The premodern state,
Scott points out, was ‘partially blind’ since:

it knew precious little about its subjects, their wealth, their landholdings and yields, their
location, their very identity. It lacked anything like a detailed ‘map’ of its terrain and its
people. It lacked, for the most part, a measure, a metric, that would allow it to ‘translate’
what it knew into a common standard necessary for a synoptic view (Scott 1998, 2).

Scott’s key metaphor and his main examples are about the way in which the state re-
arranges space in order to ‘sort out’ its population. He compares the social emergence
of the state with the transformation of a beehive under domestication by humans.
People have been gathering honey from bees before, but it is the special spatial arrange-
ments separating queens and worker bees in ‘modern’ hives that allows for an effective
control of the bees and for a much higher honey harvest. In terms of his main empirical
examples, he discusses the state as a map-maker and as a social engineer that organises
its population spatially, notably in state-orchestrated projects like the Tanzanian villagisa-
tion project (ujamaa).

It is not far-fetched to assume that there is not only a spatial but also a temporal dimen-
sion in this process of making a population ‘legible’. In Seeing like a State, Scott stays clear
of the temporal domain and in a footnote does so very explicitly, referring the reader to
the work of EP Thompson in this context (Scott 1998, 368, footnote 103). The temporal
dimension only resurfaces much later, in Scott’s most recent book Against the Grain
(2017), in which he looks at how grain production was instrumental in the historical
process of subjugating people under the state. Thus, Scott here discusses legibility-
making across historical time but still not through the means of managing temporal
frames, which is what we aim to do in this article.

We think that Scott’s analysis has considerable potential when investigating time and
notions of ‘African time’ in particular. By extending Scott’s ideas to the temporal domain,
imaginations that the state holds become decisive with regards to conceptions of its citi-
zens around time and the future. This emerges, for example, in the process of making the
futures of citizens legible as their aspirations and apprehensions are streamlined into a
nation’s common vision of the future. Building on our argument of #African time
above, we now analyse how this topos informs such processes of making diverse tem-
poral frames legible.

Hence, in our analysis, we take our main guidance from Scott by transposing some of
his ideas from the spatial to the temporal domain. However, we also go beyond Scott’s
original conceptualisation in several ways.

Firstly, we maintain that the process of ‘making legible’ is more than just an important
part of ‘statecraft’. Our empirical examples will show parallels between the actions of the
state on the one hand and those of NGOs and private economic actors on the other hand.
All of these seem to mutually reinforce one another.

Secondly, we think it is important to reflect on the role of scholarly writing as another
venue through which making a population ‘legible’ works and we suggest that this is
very clearly visible in the debates about time concepts in Africa (what we refer to as
#African time). The reason for this is that scholarly writing in the domain of culture
feeds into political and social processes. When ascribing fixed and unchanging attributes
to ‘cultures’, which are imagined as homogenous and isolated wholes, scholarly writing is
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prone to abuse by those who thrive on essentialising discourses (see the ‘writing-culture’
debate Clifford & Marcus 1986; Berg & Fuchs 1993). This also applies to the essentialisa-
tions of time frames which can inform images that the state and others hold about
prevalent notions of time and the future – often long after these may be discarded by
scholars themselves.

Thirdly, we propose that making a population legible is not simply a matter of making
them adopt a standardised regime of keeping time (as described by Thompson 1967)9 but
increasingly a matter of committing people to a particular perspective on time and the
future. In other words, making legible not only involves making people stick to work
hours, tax periods, train schedules and so forth, but also makes them accept that
claims, aspirations and apprehensions have to be presented in a particular temporal
format that complies to ways in which the state and other powerholders expect everyone
to take their role in collective ‘future making’. The following paragraphs provide some
empirical material outlined along the lines of these three aspects.

When transferring Scott’s ideas from space to time, several things readily come to
mind. The state is instrumental in creating age brackets that define when citizens
qualify for state services, such as schooling, school feeding, pension payments (Widlok
2015, 193–196) and when citizens have to provide services to the state (for example mili-
tary service, paying taxes, and – again – schooling). In other words, people’s biographies
are made legible by the state, but so are their cumulative and collective actions. Individ-
uals may all have their various plans and agendas, but from the state perspective this
process needs to be channelled through ‘proper procedures’ of accountancy and
implementation. Moreover, it also needs to be streamlined with regards to overarching
or national goals. This becomes apparent as soon as one turns to national documents
that envisage the future – policy papers that most countries, also in Africa, publicise.
They are examples of what Scott calls ‘certain forms of knowledge and control [that]
require a narrowing of vision’ (1998, 11).

For instance, now turning to our case example, Namibia, there is ‘Namibia’s Vision
2030’, a policy paper that explicitly makes this point:

Vision formulation for a country is, therefore, an exercise in planning for the management of
future development. Otherwise referred to as National Long-term Perspective Studies
(NLTPS), a national vision provides the people with a sense of direction, discovery and
destiny (GRN 2004, 19).

The overall goals of Namibia 2030 are ‘well-developed citizens’ (GRN 2004, 14) and stan-
dardisation of procedures that allow citizens to pursue their own goals within the defined
larger goals:

[E]very individual is recognised as an important element in the system, which provides a level
playing field for all players. The people of Namibia make their own decisions and do so at
their own level in terms of political, cultural, economic and social development matters;
they set their own priorities, plan, implement and monitor their development programmes
(GRN 2004, 40).

In other words, it is the state that allows citizens to pursue their goals as long as they sub-
scribe to state-defined procedures of planning, implementing and monitoring. Making
citizens’ plans for the future readable for the state, therefore, involves positive encourage-
ment but also policing.
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In Namibia, at this stage, the state not only encourages participation, it also tries to
hedge the possibility that groups instigate legal action against the state. With regard
to the future of land use, for instance, the state has introduced an organised and moni-
tored programme through which people are allowed to bring claims forward while dis-
couraging legal action.10 Class legal action by San groups to restore ‘ancestral’ land
claim, for instance, are discouraged and counteracted by referring potential claimants
back to state-appointed traditional authorities who operate without challenging the
state with legal action (Koot & Hitchcock 2019, 62–65). Thus, the future of land claims
is channelled back to the traditional authorities that were established by the state
shortly after national independence and that base their authority on time ‘immemorial’
(but were de facto only canonised fairly recently). The same holds for possible claims
by ethnic groups to ask for future compensation with regard to colonial genocidal
action. Here the state insists on negotiating the future of these claims on behalf of the
ethnic groups, who at least in the case of the Herero and Nama reject this and have
filed their own court cases against Germany as the former colonial power. The state auth-
orities therefore not only need to know when and what citizens may plan for the future.
They also aim to streamline visions of the future, implement procedures to make claims
on the future and set standards for how long back any claims to ownership, for instance,
may reach. The standards for making claims on the future based on the past are set by the
state that puts considerable efforts into streamlining the process. NGOs may at times be in
conflict with state institutions but they also play an important role in this process of
streamlining temporal frames.

Like in many Southern African countries, NGOs have been mushrooming in Namibia
since the 1990s and have played an important role in making the various group interests
legible, turning a multiplicity of ‘unsorted’ and partially contradictory interests into the
distinct voices of relevant ‘stakeholders’. In national conferences geared towards impor-
tant topics for future planning (land, health, and so forth), NGOs receive a forum and
they also play an important role in attracting donor funding (from other states). A case
in point in our area of field research are NGOs, such as the Namibian Legal Assistance
Centre (LAC), that have a critical watchdog function with regard to the state but also
help to turn disenfranchised and marginalised people in the country into ‘readable’
clients for state or (NGO-mediated) international action.

As an example, we refer to the report ‘Scraping the Pot’ (LAC & DRFN 2014), which
effectively manages to transform a multitude of indigenous people into more or less
coherent minority groups across the country, which in turn become legible as ‘the
poor’ and as ‘readable’ target groups for future state action and for international devel-
opment support. The report includes quotes from San participants in the study who
say that they find it difficult to express their visions of the future (for examples see LAC
& DRFN 2014, 277 and 420), indirectly justifying the role of the LAC report for making
their visions legible to the state and the international community.11 The expressed aim
of the report is ‘to provide a solid basis for future policy, programmes and projects for
and with San communities in Namibia’ (LAC & DRFN 2014, xvi) by asking participants
about ‘the future they desire’ (LAC & DRFN 2014, 9), and ‘to ensure San integration into
the mainstream Namibian economy, in line with Vision 2030’ (LAC & DRFN 2014, 28).

It is not coincidental that the San are the target of this report. Not only do they show
the greatest distance to the state (in the sense of being underrepresented in government
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and institutions of authority), but they are also stereotypically said to be concerned about
the present and the short term rather than about the future and the long term (LAC
& DRFN 2014, 513). In addition, they are stereotypically associated with a distant past.
They, therefore, have to be made legible as a recognisable group with a distinct vision
for the future (LAC & DRFN 2014, 518). The need to be given land as a place to stay
clearly emerges from the report as a core San vision since they will only ‘have a bright
future […] if they [are] given enough land of their own’ (LAC & DRFN 2014, 227). Moreover,
the report makes the point that many development projects that target the San as part of
‘the poor’, fail because of the lack of long-term planning (on the side of the development
agencies) and lack of integration of the San participants’ visions for the future.12

On the basis of our own work in Southern Africa, sketched in these brief examples, we
feel that it is necessary to complement Scott’s account not only by highlighting the critical
role of NGOs in this respect but also with regard to the political strategies of the subjects
of state intervention themselves. Under conditions of marginalisation and a general lack
of recognition and representation they may feel pressed to make themselves ‘legible’ in
terms of their own position within the wider society – for others and for themselves.
Again, the LAC report includes many quotations that document the perceived need (in
this case of the San) to make themselves legible, which was readily picked up by the NGO:

One participant made this very clear in saying, ‘Don’t pull us, push us,’ clearly demanding that
the San must stand in front and guide their own development, rather than stakeholders
pulling them in directions in which they might not want to go, or are hesitant to go due
the outcomes being unclear (LAC & DRFN 2014, 596).

Participants at all five sites in eastern Caprivi were unsure what the future would bring and
whether life would improve for them. In Dam/Bito residents didn’t hold out much hope at all
that things would change: ‘I don’t know, the children are not going to school. Everything
might get worse. I don’t know the future, just the present,’ said the headman (LAC & DRFN
2014, 420).

The issue here is not whether and how different time frames affect social action but rather
how the notion that there are different cultural frames (#African time) in itself plays a role
in discourses of justification and in processes of exclusion and negotiation. Statements
about the future that NGOs like the LAC have collected systematically in Southern
Africa are part of an attempt to make indigenous San people legible as ‘the poor’ of
the country and at the same time make the country ‘legible’ to all citizens as a collective
development effort based on a shared vision of the future.

Making yourself legible

Scott, being true to his anarchist stance, highlights resistance to the attempt by the
state to make its citizens ‘legible’. However, in the examples summarised above, we
see a number of indications that citizens also seek to make themselves legible to the
state and its visions in order to participate in the benefits of state action (only after
having been robbed of their subsistence and self-determination, Scott would, no
doubt, hasten to add). The need to make oneself legible (to oneself and to others)
may, however, be particularly marked in the domain of time and future. In contrast
to the spatial dimension of ‘place’ which people occupy and can readily experience
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and point to, temporal reference comes with an inherent degree of uncertainty and
vagueness. Self-assurance about one’s future standing and future intentions may, there-
fore, be fairly widespread. This is not limited to the San of Namibia or other margina-
lised groups who need to position themselves with regard to state authorities and
international donors.

All three authors can provide examples from their everyday encounters in the field that
point in a similar direction. Even when ostensibly using the same language – variants of
English – we commonly encounter attempts to make one’s temporal frame of reference
‘legible’ to others. For instance, when working in Soweto, Knab frequently heard the
expression, ‘I’m ‘round the corner, I’m coming now now’ – typically when on the
phone with someone whom he was expecting to meet at a certain point in time but
was not there (as yet). After a while, Knab started to notice that when the reduplication
‘now now’ was used, the utterer of this expression was emphasising that the probability of
something to happen at all and also of it happening in the near future (a time period
which is, however, stretchable and context-specific) was higher than when using only
one ‘now’. A single ‘now’, by contrast, could be translated into ‘maybe it is happening,
maybe it is happening soon’. Hence, special features, such as reduplicating ‘now’ into
‘now now’ were used to coordinate more successfully with others, such as in this case
with the mlungu (white person, foreigner), who, at least initially, was not able to properly
‘read’ temporal expressions such as the usual ‘now’ (or, in the spatial domain, expressions
such as ‘little bit far’).

As interactions proceeded over time, the South African ‘now’ and ‘now now’ became
part of the shared linguistic and cultural repertoire. Nonetheless, some people continued
to consider it necessary to pair temporal announcements with a mention of #African time
– however, for different reasons. In some situations, #African time was enacted in antici-
pation of a possible misreading of the temporal expressions used. Hence, mentioning
#African time functioned as a prompt to change the temporal frame of reference, for
example, from standardised clock time to an event-based frame (for example, ‘I come
after I have finished my work’). In other words, #African time functioned as an attempt
to make oneself legible, one’s time frames readable. Yet, in other situations, people
also capitalised on the notion that there are other, different temporal frames out there.
While being capable to adhere to clock time, they (including Knab himself) enacted
#African time as an excuse for being late or to create more time for oneself. In other
words, #African time functioned as an attempt to shift seamlessly from one temporal
frame of reference to another and to thereby dodge control.

Furthermore, #African time is often used jokingly, reflecting identification or dis-
sociation with a particular (cultural) practice of timing. But sometimes it is also used apol-
ogetically or seriously, possibly with some anger regarding the need to justify one’s
behaviour against foreigners. Thus, the value judgements that go with attempts to
make things ‘readable’ can be complex and ambivalent. In hindsight, we may also
attest to this with regards the debate triggered by Mbiti’s philosophical phrasing of
#African time. Given his background in theology and philosophy, it is likely that Mbiti
tried to make African concepts legible to European theologians and philosophers who
were looking out for an ontological system that they could readily compare with their
own. Making legible here meant highlighting the differences while maintaining the
overall frame, namely that of a systematic ontology with an inherent logic and rationality.
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The more recent attempts that we see in national vision papers or in documents provided
by NGOs seem to go in the opposite direction. They seek to make the perspectives of Afri-
cans legible by translating them as similar, as being in tune with global development
goals and accepted bureaucratic (project-based) procedures. Mbiti was accused of
over-homogenising his ontology of #African time but the national papers for visions of
the future are, in a sense, no less homogenising. They explicitly streamline views within
the country into a shared national vision. And like in many other fields, the role of
NGOs is to achieve this in areas in which the state has insufficient means or interest to
carry out this task, for instance with regard to the voices of indigenous minorities. More-
over, they streamline the national agenda for the future by making it homologous with
national plans for the future that we find in basically all modern state systems, be they
capitalist, socialist or of any other persuasion. It is therefore fair to say that attempts to
make things legible can either tend towards difference or sameness while structurally
still being similar to one another. In the case of #African time, we see a shift from an orien-
tation towards underlying difference to an orientation towards underlying sameness.
However, it is also important to note that the subdued orientations may still be latently
present. The Soweto residents mentioned above as well as the NGO advocates just
referred to know that in principle both options are available: streamlining time frames
to make oneself legible, in the interest of cooperation – or insisting on differences
between time frames when limiting collaboration is the goal.

Finally, researchers and scholars are no exception. In research, #African time has carried
similar functions as the concept of ‘culture’ (or #culture) more generally. The #African time
debate has parallels in the ‘writing culture’ debate. ‘In the act of inventing another
culture’, Roy Wagner wrote, ‘the anthropologist invents his own, and in fact, he reinvents
the notion of culture itself’ (Wagner 1981, 14). #African time, like #culture is a way of
making sense of what happens when there is a ‘breakdown of understanding’ (Agar
1986) – ‘Got a problem? It’s culture. Named, tagged, and bagged. Culture names the
problem, and therefore the problem is solved’ (Agar 2002, 124). The discourse of
#African time can be understood as having emerged as a product of ‘quasi-anthropologi-
cal’ confrontations of two ‘languacultures’ (Agar 2002), or of situations of ‘disconcertment’
(Verran 2001). From a ‘writing-culture’ perspective, Mbiti invented both ‘the West’ and its
‘Other’ (here represented as ‘holders’ of ‘African time’). By dichotomously attributing to
both a fixed time frame, and thereby essentialising and homogenising, Mbiti helped to
reproduce the dichotomy of ‘the West’ and its ‘Other’. This is similar to some usages of
the notion of culture, in particular in the context of ‘national culture’ and of ethnic stereo-
types.13 Part of the reason why #African time continues to be prevalent as a topos is that it
is self-propelling, reproducing and amplifying the dichotomies on which it relies.

Conclusion

In hindsight, Mbiti’s account of African time may be said to function as a closure or as an
‘explaining away’ of ‘disconcertment’ (Verran 2001) by dividing the world into half, creat-
ing two modes of framing time, namely ‘the African’ versus ‘the Western’ way of doing
things, thereby reducing Africans (and ‘Westerners’ alike!) to a ‘singular form of social
being’ (James 2015, 41). While this may have been a viable strategy in Mbiti’s particular
situation as an African theologian attempting to place African ideas in the world of
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Christianity, it seems that this is unlikely to work as a template for all modes of ‘making
time frames readable’. In the current setup, one would hope for a more creative
ongoing engagement with a world of multiple temporalities, which includes linear and
cyclical time (Adam 1994), or in Wagner’s words, an ‘open-ended experience of mutual
creativity, in which “culture” in general is created through the “cultures” that we use
this concept to create’ (1981, 21). This multiplicity and creativity are typically what indi-
genous minorities strive for when they seek recognition from national governments. It
is also sought after by Africans who may use the #African time discourse in an attempt,
not to cement a ‘Great Divide’ between ‘past-oriented Africans’ and ‘future-oriented Wes-
terners’, but rather to pave the ground for a broader repertoire of temporal frames. The
preparedness to recognise and include frames that are prominent in many African con-
texts (but not exclusively so) while being unfamiliar to others, is still rather limited.
‘People do things with words, and what they do is to act’ (Agar 2002, 148, sic). #African
time has now emerged as an enactable frame in the repertoire shared by Africans and
Europeans (and others). When #African time is invoked, it is being enacted as a manifes-
tation of ‘African culture’ (or #African culture) and as a counter-narrative to Eurocentric
ascriptions to Africans having a lack of ‘time-discipline’. #African time also plays a role
in the context of identity politics. Despite the constant reminders that #African time is
over-homogenising, what is found across the continent is that #African time functions
like other Pan-Africanist endeavours. The attempt to establish the notion of ‘African
culture’ as a distinctive, rather homogenous whole to counter Eurocentric assumptions
about Africa is an attempt to reclaim the power of definition from the colonisers. It is
also instrumental in providing people of African origin with positive descriptions of
‘their culture’ (as, for example, in Asante 1985; or Wiredu 1980). However, this is but
one way in which #African time serves as a tool for making difference ‘readable’. As we
have shown in this article, #African time can also serve as a power instrument in the
hands of the state, streamlining its population and rephrasing power differentials in
terms of adherence to distinct temporal frames (of progressive development, for
instance). At the same time, it may also serve as a tool for rapprochement between
locals and visitors. Once it has entered the shared repertoire of Afro-European people,
they can make use of it in different ways, and they do.

It is a frequently encountered assumption that many cultural differences (in economic
behaviour or identity politics for instance) find their roots in the fundamentals of how
time and space are conceptualised in ontologies. We arrive at a slightly different con-
clusion. It seems not so much that temporal frames (or spatial and causal frames for
that matter) are the dominant underlying driving forces for practical strategies in
various domains of everyday life. Rather, it cuts both ways in that it is practice that also
shapes the repertoire of temporal frames. Acting in a particular temporal fashion and
invoking a particular temporal frame, such as #African time, are part and parcel of
these practical strategies and they shift together with the ways in which individuals,
organisations and the state interact with one another. We can observe incompatibilities,
but also convergences, mutual reinforcements and amplifications between temporal
frames on the one hand, and on the other hand the various contexts in which people
feel pressed to make themselves and one another ‘legible’ regarding the temporal
frames that they employ.
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Notes
1. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/African_time#cite_note-12, https://www.urbandictionary.com/

define.php?term=African%20Time, https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/
african-time.

2. Editorial (2004); ‘Can Africa Keep Time?’ (2003).
3. Hamminga (no date).
4. We choose Namibia as a case example for the pragmatic reason that all three authors have

conducted research there but also because Namibia can be considered a prime example for
the argument we make. The reason is that in the Namibian case it is clearly visible how, on the
one hand, a nation state (as well as certain NGOs) are implicated in streamlining the future
visions of its citizens and, on the other hand, how notions of ‘African time’ feed into these
attempts of streamlining. While our argument about ‘legibility-making’ in the temporal
domain is a rather general one and therefore should in principle be applicable to all
modern nation states (an assumption which however would require more research), we do
not make any assertions about how much the topos of #African time feeds into ‘temporal leg-
ibility-making’ elsewhere in African contexts (be it in Southern Africa, sub-Saharan Africa or
Africa more generally). Given the widespread distribution of the #African time topos, it can
be assumed that Namibia is not a singular African example. Moreover, it is likely that one
would also find in other non-African contexts examples of stereotypic ascriptions of essentia-
lising singular temporal ontologies to groups of people. To what extent these are also com-
bined with ‘temporal legibility-making’ is left to future research.

5. The same argument is made in an extended version in chapter two ‘Time, History and Escha-
tology’ of Mbiti’s third book New Testament Eschatology in an African Background (1971). The
chapter ‘The Concept of Time’ (Mbiti 1996) in Parker English and Kibujj Kalumba’s book
African Philosophy (1996) is essentially a reprint of Mbiti’s earlier chapter (1969) with some
additional comments.

6. Note that languages are considered weak or strong FTR languages to different degrees. Most
African languages in the sample are strong FTR languages, including Akan, Bemba, Chichewa,
Dagbani, Ewe, Isekiri, Lingala, Lozi, Luba, Luganda, Sotho, Sesotho, Swati, Swahili, Tenyer,
Tsonga, Tswana, Venda, Wolaytta, Wolof, Xhosa and Zulu. Among the few weak FTR
languages in Africa are Bambara, Kongo, Kikuyu and Soddo (see Chen 2013, appendix).

7. Anyone who has worked with hunter-gatherers in Africa can testify how strong the negative
stereotypes of neighbouring agropastoralists and government officials is towards ‘the lazy
Bushmen’.

8. Douglas (2003) describes on page 34–35 how Lele woman unlike Lele men were industrious
from a very young age (starting to fetch water at the age of five) until a very old age. Douglas
does not discuss explicitly gender in the Bushong economy but describes it in general to be
much more productive than the Lele economy as it lacks social institutions that delay entry
into the ‘productive cycle’, or an accelerated exit out of it – for men or women (Douglas 2003,
41–51).

9. Thompson mainly talks about how the bourgeoise promoted the standardised time regime
(as well as controlling, or sometimes even withholding it). While legibility is implicitly an
important issue for Thompson, he does not explicitly talk about the state but rather about
factory owners and other members of the ruling class as coercive and standardising
powers (see Thompson 1967, 79–81).

10. See https://economist.com.na/42161/general-news/president-appoints-commission-of-
inquiry-into-claims-of-ancestral-lands-rights-and-restitution/.

11. See for example: ‘San communities often requested “projects” in order to diversify their
incomes. Apart from expecting donations of cattle (or goats as a secondary option), the
San themselves did not always have a clear vision of what these projects should be about’
(LAC & DRFN 2014, 91); and ‘As was the case in other regions covered in this study, envision-
ing the future appeared to be a relatively difficult exercise for the San in Ohangwena. As one
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!Xun participant put it, “How can we talk about the future if we have not been there?”’ (LAC
& DRFN 2014, 277).

12. The temporal frames of both state and NGO developers seem to clash with local require-
ments. The report concludes from group discussions that local initiatives such as craft
groups ‘require long-term mentoring and support, and donors’ short funding cycles makes
[sic] this challenging. Stop/start interventions impact negatively on motivation’ (LAC
& DRFN 2014, 478).

13. The ‘othering’ here does not happen through relegating other people to a different time
period by calling them for example ‘primitives’ (see Fabian 1983) but by allocating to them
a dichotomously opposed relation to time.
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